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I. INTRODUCTION
Among the remaiûs recovered ftom Paleolithic living surfaces, an entire category of
stone objects is rârely studied in detail. This category consists of blocks, cobbles, and
plaquettes, which were used in a rough state and which display traces of use such as use-
polish or impact-mârks from percussion; objects fashioned by techniques other lhan knâp-
ping (pe€king, harnmering, scmping, abrâsion) have been neglected as well. Some of these
objects plâyed roles as passive support pieces: anvils, grindstones, monârs, palettes. Othe$
could hâve played actire roles: hammerstones, mulling stones, pestles, etc. These imple-
ments could have been used in tool manufacture (anvils, mallets, whetsaones, etc.); in the
treatment of vegetal materials and in food prepamtion (morta$, pestles, grindstones, mulling
ston€s); in storing various ingredien s (con ainers); in the preparatiot of pigments (ocher
bowls, palettes, color grinders); in the treatment of hide or leather (smoothing lools); ând
in illumination (lamps). It is apparcnt, therefore, that &ese implements, although not very
numerous at Paleolithic sites, probâbly plâyed a fundâmental role in the daily life of
Paleolithic people.
An exhaustive study of these pieces has been presented elsewhere (de Beaune 1989a).
In this chapter, I will presert a list of the different objects classified by type of percussion
(Table l) aûd by presumed or inferred activity (Iable 2), in part determined by experimental
replication. Each of these tools displâys a châracteristic morpholoey, and shows evidence
of the use of pânicular techniques (Tables 3 and 4).*
As far as the Early Upper Paleolithic (EUP) is concemed, .wo questions may be posed,
at least iûitially: (l) Are there norülaked stone tools lhat exist exclusively dudng this period?
(2) If so, can one determiæ the precise moment ât which they appeared (Chatelperronian,
Aurignacian, or Upper Périgodian)? Due to space limitations, it is not possible to present
every example âttesting to the use of cobbles, blocks, and plâquet es during this period.
Therefore, only the particularly significant objects will be presented.
'Som of ûe câægories of tools ûentioned in the lables æ not disfls*d in lhe lext bæaùse lhey *eÉ ùnlnown
during lhe Edly ijpp.r Paloitnic GùP). ûis is the caÉ, for eiample, ÿith taddle quets."
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For each category of implement, I sought to determine whether it was present during
a given cultural period. My goal !ÿas not an exhaustive inventory, but râlher a chronologicâl
list of the presence/absence of the vârious tools. Obviously, the absence of an implement
does not indicate that it did not exist. These important implemenh, which often are no.
very spectacular and have been neglected dudng excavâtion and in publicalion,+ are Iisted
below according to presumed function.
2. DEBITAGE AND TLINTKNAPPING
Anvils, hammefftones. and retouchers (i.e., hammerstones for retouch flâking) exist
during âlt periods beginning in the l-ower Paleolithic. These tooh were alreâdy known by
*îE auûor hâs relocated sme of thee piæes, noiably ar the Musée des AntiqùiÉs Naionales (M.A.N.), rhe
MuÉe Narioml de Pénisroie (M.N.P), md rhe Musle d'Aqùiai.e (M.A.).
Table 2. Principal urênsil typès ând lheir hyporh€slzed lunctlons.
Frtnr dêàh.qê .nd Brouch
§on., bon., or iEry polishing
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the Australopiihecines in South Africa (Dat 1965), the makers of the Oldowân in Tânzânia
(Leakey 1976432, 441), and the Acheuleâns in the Transvaal (Mason, 1962a:113)- Anvils
aûd hammerstones are abundânt in all Mousterian sites. They are perhaps even more
numerous in the Middle Paleolithic than in the Upper Paleolithic, since soft-hammer
percussion flaldng was ûol yet widely practiced. These objects are ubiquitous; notewonhy
EUP examples are the granite cobbles used as anvils or hammerstones from the Typical
Aurignaciân of the Gmtte de Sâint-Jeân-de-Verges (Ariège). These large quânzite objects
ÿeigh as much as 20 kg (Vézian and Véziân 1966:105, 1970:45).
3. POLISHING STONE, BONE, OR IVORY: POLISHERS ÀND
WHETSTONES
Polishers ând whetstones are blocks wiû an abrasive quality. A polisher displays â
polished surface of a form corresponding to the iûpnnt of the object it \ras used to polish.
Wtetslones exhibit small, flat, or long facets or grooves that have a polished appearance.
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Polishers and \rhetstones seem to be râre at the beginning of the Upper Paleolilhic, but
they have also been confused with blocks and plaques with surfaces polished by use and
considered to be gdndstones. Needle polishers seem only to appear ir the Solutrean, and
larger gooved polishers are exceptionâI. While polishers and whetstones seem to be known
in rather limited numbers, they have a wide geographic distribution.
3.1 Saint-Géréon (Loire-Atlantique)
This surface site yielded, in addition to a Mousterian assemblage, some pieces that
indicâte one or more Aurignaciân occupations (Allard and Gruet 1976:1309). Associated
wilh this Aurignacian material is a sandslone polisher wilh a groove with semicircular
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€ross-section. Accordiûg to Gruet, this implement probably s€Ned in the manufacture of
sagaies ot ba9uetks (Gnet 1947:188).
3.2 Abri des Roches, Poùligny-Sâint Pierre gndre)
This site yielded four polishers that date to lhe Aurignacian II. Two, with râther large
dimensions, are in amphibolic schist, and the two others, which are smaller, are in sând-
stone. One of the two lârge ones hâs fiûe, Iongitudinâl grooves (Septier 19051261,68).
3.3 Grotte d'Isturitz, Sâint-Mârtin-d'Arberesue (Pyrénées-Atlantiqu€§)
Among the Gravettian assemblage are severâl small ftâgmenls of grey dolomitic lime-
stone with natwâl gooves on one of their faces. These grooves are the imprint left from
the dissolution of calcite veins (Saint-Périer, R. de and Saint-Périer, S. de 1952:113). Some
of these, however, seem to have been regularized, as if the ûaturâl grooves were used to
shffpen bone tools, such as points or awls.
3,4 AbIi Pataud, Les Eyzies-de-Tâyac (Dordogne)
Movius mentioned the discovery, in the Pédgordiân VI (level 3) of several polishers.
This level yielded some 60 fragments of bone or antler tines and 10 fragments of ivory.
Therefore, the presence of polishers is not surprising (Movius and Vallois 1959:219; Movius
1960i380).
3.5 Grotte du ftilobite, Arcy.sùr.Cure (Yonne)
The Abbé A. Pamt (1902:11) mentioned a small polisher in soft yellow sandstone wirh
several grooves, probably for the polishing of awls frorn level 3 (Glavetian).
3.6 Abri du Petit-Puyroùsseau, Périgueux (Dordogne)
This site is Upper Périgordian with Gravette poin§, Noailles burins, and truncâted
elements (Sonneville-Bordes 1960:2ll)- Féâux (1878:43) mentioned the discovery there of
a polisher used, according to him, in hide prepamtion or in the manufacture of bone rcedles.
His akemâtive hypothesis was that the block had grooves obtained through use.
3.7 Grotte d'Engis, proüûce de Liège (Belgium)
Fraipont (1936:17, 21) mentioned the discovery of a small safldstone polisher in the
upper ossiferous bed (Upper Périgordian with numerous backed rrunca.ed elements) (Otte
1979).
4. \ryORKING BONE OR MRY: MALLETS
Mallets are flât, elongâte cobbles commonly called "comprcssews" ot "rcbucheurs"
in the litemture. They show, on one or two extremities of their flat faces, rumerous pit-
like traces of impâct. These pits are well defined and localized, ofren skewed toward the
right side of the cobble. A rhorough study of these implements by observation ol traces of
use and expdmental reconstruction leâds us to consider them to be small mallets thar
functioned by repeated light percussion in precision working of boûe, ivory, or antler
(de Beâune l9m; in press).
The small cobbles used âs mallets seem to have made their initial appearance only with
the Aurignacian. For the Chatelperronian, none of these objects has an incontesrable
stratigrâphic provenience. Among the sites occupied in the Aurignaciar I thar have yielded
lhis type of implement âre La Ferassie, La crotte de 1â Bârma-Crande, and Abri Câstanet.
For the Aurignacian II, III, and IV, these implements arc âtrested io ât tn Fenassie, ând,
for the Aürignacian II, at Isturitz (levels V and SII). Cobbles of this type are numerous
during subsequent periods. up to and including the Mesolithic. For the Crâvettian, there
are examples in limestone from La Grâve.te (Lacone 1960:329). Gro.te d'Enlène, Abri de
Ia Bergerie, La Ferrâssie, Laussel, Abri Pataud, Laugerie Haute Ouest and Est, tæ BIot,
and Isturitz. Outside of Frânce, these objects are known from Engihoul in Belgium, El
Castillo and Cueva Morin in Spain . . . (de Beaune, in press). It seems then, thar this rype
of implement appeared during the Aurignaciân, becane considerably more widespread in
the Gmvellian, and must reflect a very common activity during this period.
4.1 Grotte de Pair-non-Pair, Marcâmps (Gironde)
This site has yielded the only example that could be Mousterian, but of which the
ckonologicâl aitribution is doubtful. François Dale^tr i\eûlor,s "un petit gabt plat (relo-
xclroir)" disrovered in level F at the exterior of the cave, attributed to the Mousterian by
A. Cheyrier (Daleau 1897). Uflfortünately, this piece was not found in lhe existing collec-
tion. and no further observations are possible. In any case, there is little to confirm its
Mousteriân attribution, as Lenoir (1983:107 108) hâs clearly demonslrâled intemâl ûixture
in the lithic series from the Daleau excavations.
4.2 Grotte d'Isturitz
Two cobbles of this lype come from level SIII (collectioû SainÈPérier). This level
corresponds to a Tpical Aurignacian occupation, with some Chatelperroniaû remains at its
bâse. The pieces ma*ed SIII, therefore, nâyjust as well be Aurignâcian as Chatelperoniân,
since the presence of these small cobbles in .he Basal Aurignacian is incontestable.
4.3 Àbri Castanet, Sergeac (Dordogne)
D. Peyrony found one example in the Aurignâcian I level. This broken yellow limestone
cobble was used on only one face, but on two extremities. Numerous traces of longitudinâl
scrâping on a ponion of its surface are evideûce of aflother use, dislinct from ihât which
generated the formation of noncentral and lateral zones of impâct (FiguIe 1.I). D. Peyrony
(19351422-424, Fisüe 15 no. 1) viewed this implemeît as a " cousoit" .
5. LEATHER AND HIDE WORKING: CUTTING PLATFORMS
AND SMOOTHING TOOLS
One cân reasonably suppose thât Paleolithic people possessed ât least two types of
implements for working hide ând leather: (l) supports lor cutting and smoothing the hide
and leather and (2) smoothing tools for smoothing the hide and eventuâlly for smoothing
5.1 Cùtting Plâtforms
Cutting platlorms are rather difficuli to distinguish from arvils, which often show (in
âddition to lhe characteristic traces of impact) stigmata thâa could have been âcquired by
üse âs a cutting platform. In any case, cutting plâtforms seem râre; it mêy be thal wood
5.1.1 Grotte d€ Sâint-Jeân-de-Verges (Ariège)
In the Typical Aurignacian, vézian ând Vézian (1966:105, 1970:45) discovered a
quadrilateral-shaped schist plâque thât hâs two flat faces covered with fine incisions, that
they view as â "cutting boârd". Ii could be that this object was used âs a platform for
cuttins hide, leâther, or meat.
5.2 Smoothing Tools
Small cobbles of which all the faces were used, or of which a pottion of their sides
and extremities form a lustrous and polished bevel are rather frequeût.
lùsùE 1- (l) Abd c6taner; (2, 3, 6, ûd ?) Pair-no._PaL 14) IsturiIz; (5) Petit Àbri de kussel.
5.2.1 La Ferrassiê, Sâügnac-de-Miremont (Dordogne)
In Aurignacian level A, Peyrony noted a flat fragment of fine sandstone with one fâce
pohhed by use that could hâve served to smooth hides (Capitân and Peyrony 1912:40;
Fisure 8).
5.2.2 El Pendo, Santând€r (Spâin)
Level III yielded a Final Aurignâcian âpparently mixed with Typicâl ând Middle
Aurignacian, and showing notable Grâve(ian influences. Bemaldo de Quir6s Guidoni
(1982:110) mertions the presence in this level of several schist smoothing tools.
5,2.3 Grotte de Pair-noFPâir
Severâl smâll elongate cobbles with use trâces on one or two extremities in the form
of â bevel were noted by Daleau. Two exâmples (M.A.) are presented here: (1) A sInall,
flat, greenish cobble, perhaps in schist, that has trâces of dulling and luster on its widest
extrernily (Figure 1.2); noted by Daleau (1889:VIII:22), this could be the sâme object
mentioned by Cheynier as comiûg from level D and dâting to his "Proto Gravettien I"
(Cheynier and Breuit 1963:64). However, Cheynier's chronological attribution must be
taken with a large degree of reservâtion (t€noir 1983). (2) The second smoothing tool from
Pair non Pair is a flat, elongate cobble in clear grey rock thât is facetted on its two
extremities (Figure 1.3). It seems to come from level B, which is Gmvettiân according to
Cheynier (Daleâu 1889:VII:172-173; Cheynier and Breuil 1963:65), but the lithic series
attributed to this level contâins CÉvette points âs well âs Chatelpenoniân knives (tænoir
1983:192, 205). Therefore, it cân be slâted only that this cobble dates to the Chatelpenonian
or the Craveatian.
5.2.4 Grotte d'Isturitz
The collections of Saint-Périer and Passemârd (M-À.N.) include seYeral examples of
cobbles with use-polish on their flanks or use-facets on one of their extremities. They are
more abundant in the Gravettian thaû iû the Aurignâ€ian. One Gravettian example is ân
ophite or diorile cobble used as a hâmmerstone at the exaremity opposite ihe fâcel (Figure
L4).
5.2.5 Lâussel, Mârquay (Dordogne)
The Upper Périgordian of Laussel has yielded several small €obbles with traces of use
iû the form of a bevel on one or awo extremities (M.À.). All are in fine_grâined rock; five
arc white limestone, three are schist, and the last is basalt.
5.2.6 Grotte d€ lâ Forêt, Tirrsac (Dordogne)
This site has yielded ân imponant series from the Périgordiân V with Noailles burins.
According to E. Peyrony (1934:429), a piece of very hard sandstone served âs a mulling
stone and polisher on ils flat fâces, and wâs used to regularize lhe surfâce of the cave
ceiling or of blocks prior to execution of paintings.
5,2.7 LaugeriÈHaute, Les Eyzi€s-de-Tâyac (Dordogtrc)
From the Périgordian Vt of Laugerie-Haute (level B), D. Peyrony and E. Peyrony
(1938:15; Figure 5, no. 2) mention the discovery of small, flat, or cylindro-conicâl limestone
cobbles with aaces of use "pow obattre les couturcs des peaut e,1 lzs lissant."
5.2.8 Centrâl and Eâstem Europe
Outside of Westem Europe, smâIl serpentine cobbles used in such a wây that a bevel
wâs formed at one of their extremities arc present in the Pavlovian of Piedmosai (Czecho-
t7t
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dovakiâ). Breuil indicated that these small cobbles were also frequent in the Cravettian of
Willendof (Austria). To him, they $terc "btünissoirs" used to soften hides (1924:520-
522, Fis]urc 2).
6. FOOD PREPARÀTION
6.1 Grindstones and various Supports
Stone blocks are fairly widely known on Paleolithic sites, bul they werc ofun abândoned
in the back dirl during older excavations, ând studies of possible use-.races were thus
rendered impossible. Therefore, objects recognized as grindstones are rare. True grindstones
for which use âs such is incontestable do not seem to exist prior to the Upper Paleolithic,
but their seeming âbsence during the Middle Paleolithic may well be explained by poor
conditions of conservation. Of interest is Kraybill's (19?7:495) mention of several cases of
active and passive grinding stones prior to the Upper Paleolithic. Two of theû, fioû
Florisbad (South Africa), were true grinding slabs, large in size. They dâle to 48,m0 B.P.
(Meiring 1956:pl. V, no. 4). This type of implement seems exceptional in the Middle
Paleolilhic, and the nature of these grinding traces must be verified before câlling them
grindstones. If these slabs did âctually serve as grindstones, it is difficult lo explain the
hiatus that separates them from the more recenl examples dated to 15,000 B.P., fouûd in
the Cave of Heanhs, Transvaâl (Mason 1962bt257-259). For Europe, Kraybill cites larye
Mouste ân grindstones from Cueva del Castillo and Cueva Morin, Spain (Freernân 1964
cited by Kraybill 1977:498).
If it is true that these slabs or plâques with use traces on a portion of their surface
served to grind certain vegetable substances, they remâin rare prior to the Upper Pâleolithic.
On the other hand, they are consistently represented from the Chatelpenoniân on.
6.1.1 Grotae du R€nne, Arcy-sur-Cure (Yonne)
In the Chatelp€rronian (levels X to VIII), A. Lêroi Gourhân mentions the discovery of
three flât grânile grindstones (one of which is 30 cm in diameter) that are polished, even
Iustrous, from use. Another grindstore \vas found near a grinder wom by abrasion (Leroi-
Gourhan 1964:36; 1965:77). According to t-eroi-Gourhan ( 1965:77), while these grindstones
mighr well have been used âs palettes, it is equâlly possible that they served in food
prepârâtion, $inding of minerâls, milling of wild grains, or treating softer substances such
6.1,2 Cuevâ d€l Cond€ or El Forno, Asturias (Spain)
l€vel B, which yielded an Aurignacian rich in denticulates, contained severâl grind
stones (one quartzite a the rest sandslone) (Bemaldo de Qun6s Guidotti 1982:48).
6.1.3 La Ferrassie
From level H (Aurignacian II), a flat pie€e of limestone, measuring 40 x 35 cm,
displays a large, oval hollow inside which lhe surface is regular and F,olished. According
lo D. Peyrony (1934:53, Figure 52), this implement served to sharyen and polish cerrain
objects. However, the presence of grooves is not mentioned, ând the described morpholog-
icâl chüacters arc those of a grindstone.
6.1.4 Grotte de Pair-non-Pair
A stationary grindslone in limestone is mentioned by Daleâu (Cheynier ând Breuil
1963:65). It cones from level B (Gravettian) according to Cheynier. The piece is similar
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to two Gmvettian grindstones from Cirque de la Patrie ând lnussel. Although precise
ckonological attribution of the material from Pâir-noû-Pair is impossible, we cân at least
attribute this grindstofle to the EUP (either Aurignacian or Périgordian).
6.1.5 Grott€ de Footenioux, Saint-Pierre-de-Maillé (Vienne)
A large, trapezoidal block of flint from the Périgordian IV was reduced atd retouched
with â deep notch at one extremity. Its precise use is unknown, but it could be a stationary
piece used for grinding or for splitting bone or wood, in the manner of a lârge fixed chisel
(Donici I93l:7-9, Figure I).
6.1.6 Cirque de lâ Pâtrie, Nemours (Seine-et-Marne)
The grindstone from the Périgordian vl may be, according to Cheynier et â1. (1963:ll0),
exâctly like Neolithic grindstones. This sandstoæ grindstone wâs worked by pecking. They
suggest that it may hâve served to grind pigments, but no tmce of color is explicitly
6,2 Mulling Stones
Mulling stones seem to have made their appearance very early, but tbey only acquired
a characteristic form, circular with two flat, parallel faces, in the Chatelperronian. In any
case, as far back as ahe Mousterian, some cobbles of roughly globulâr form served to crush
or grind, as is indicated by blunted ridges and clear traces of use-polish and lustel on their
fâces- The presence of this type of mulling stone expanded during the second half of the
Upper Paleolithic and became widespread in post-Paleolithic periods when it is associated
with lhe characteristic grirdstoûes used in lhe treatment of grains. The appeamnce of these
mulling stoûes as eüly as the beginning of the Upp€r Paleotithic is remarkable, b€ing that
they are not âssociâted with the domestication of grains.
6.2.1 Petit Abri de Lâussel
From the Typical Mousterian, there is a small cobble of volcanic rock on which the
ridges âre very blunted, and on which one face seens to have been flattened by use (M.4.).
Numerous quasi-longitudinal traces of scraping cover the entire surfâce (Figure 1.5). One
can well imâgine the use of this cobble as a mulling stone moved in a back-and-forth,
rocking motion.
6.2.2 Pair-non-Pâir
From couche D', Daleau mentions â flât cobble wom amund its entire circurnference
(Cheynier ând Breuit 1963:147). tÆnoir (1983:192) attributes the âssemblage from this
level to a Châtelpermniân occupaaion. In addition to its circumference, the fâces of lhis
circular mulling stone of gneiss (M.A.) were wom; the piece is perfecdy regularized by
use (Figure 1.6). From the same level, another mulling stone of microcrystalline rock, a
kind of dolorite, shows, in addition to faces flattened by use, some traces of hammeritg
âround its entire cfcumference, perhaps due to prepamtior or stippling of the surface
frequent operârions in more recent periods (Figule L7).
6.2.3 La Ferrâssie
Seveml cobbles with much-used munded surfaces that served as mulling stones came
from the Aurignâcian level A (Capitân and Peyrony 1912:40; Figure 7). lævel F (Aurig-
nacian I) yielded some ferruginous sandstone of which a portion of the surface is flattened
(Câpitân and Pe).rony l9l2t94]' Peyrcny 1934:48).
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6.2.4 Abri du Roc dê Combe.Câpell€ (Dordogùe)
D. Peyrony (1943:7, 9) notes the presence of mulling stoûes in the T)?ical AurigMciân
Ievel C and in level E, which corresponds to a classic Pédgordiân tV
6.2.5 Grofie d'Istudtz
There .rere severâl mulling stoæs iû the Gravettiân of Isturiiz. One is a quartzite
cobble thât was wom on its rwo perfectly flat faces and âround its entire circumfeænce,
which is facetted and lustrous (Fisue 2.1).
6.2.6 Abri de Fotrgal (Dordogne)
Although the site was excavated by Hauser, D. Peyrony provided evidence of lhe
pesence of lhe Upper Périgordian at ihe site. This wâs mixed with a Typicâl Aurignacian
level by Hauser's wo{kers (Sonneville-Bordes 1960:97). Peyrony (1941:8) indicates the
presen€€ of several mulling stones at the site.
6.2.7 Lâ Ferr.ssic
Upper Périgordian level C yielded two rounded stones of ferruginous sandstone i,rith
well-wom surfaces thât served as "molettes" according .o D. Peyrony (Capitan and Peyrony
l9l2t46; Figlurc l4).
6.2.8 Âbri de t aug€rie.Hâute
D. Peyrony and E. Peyrony (1938:Figure 5, No. 3) mentioû several mulling stones,
some in fine ferruginous sândsaone, othem in hard limestone, from the Périgordian VI (level
B). These hâve "le r champ aplati pat usre," ând were found in âssociâtion with lalge
flar, hârd cobbles thât served as stâtionary grindstones (D. Pelrony ând E. Pelrony 1938:15).
6,2.9 Clrqùe de la Patrie
The excavations of the Périgordian VI level yielded, in the centrâl sector (hâbitat), 18
circular sandstone mulling stones that were found in association with the grindstone men-
tioned above. while Cheynier et al. (1963:110) Fotrose a use in conjunction with gdnding
coloring mâteriâls, they do not expliciily poinl out ûac€s of pigmen on the surface of these
pieces.
6.3 Grinders
Grinders are differcntiated from mulling stones by their fom (generaly elongâte and
not too circular or oval) and by their mode ofuse (the lateral faces are the working parts).
It can be prcsumed that these objects were used as hand-held tools worked directly against
various materiab f'?ercirssion posée" ) iî aback arÂ forth movement, probably using tl,ÿo
hands (de Beaune 1989a:56-57, Figure l3).
There is some evidence for grinding ând mulling activities in the Middle Paleolithic.
Kraybill (1977:495) cites a few casos of grinding stones from African sites. At Florisbad,
several "pounders" date to 48,9m B.P (Meirillg 1956). Some grinders/pestles have been
discovered at Molodova I (Ukaine) in Mousterian levels dating to 44,000 B.P. (Klein 1966
cited by Ikâybill 1977:497). These are sandstone cobbles, sometimes spherical, sometimes
flat and oval, from 8 to l0 cm in length. During the Grâvettian, these implements were
akeady very widespread and diverse.
6.3.1 Abri Blânchard, Sergeâc (Dordogne)
This site yielded Aurignacian I and II assemblages, but Didon did ûot keep the iûdùstries
from the two levels separate. He meûtions lhe discovery in one of the levels of 'lroir Sror
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galets plêts portant des traces de polissoge et aJ.ttt pu ê|re utilisés pow le brcrage ou le
aldage de I'ocre" (Didon l9ll:345).
6.3.2 Grotte de Sâint-Jeân-dê-Verges
Two rolled cobbles from the Typicâl Aurignacian, one of quârtzite and the olher of
schist. seem to have served as grinders (Vézian and Vézian 1966:102; 1970:41).
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6.3.3 Les Cottè§, Sâitrt-Pierredê-Mâillé (Vienne)
Breu (1m6:55) mentions the presence of several cobbles of quanzi@ or other hard
rocks used as grinders or hammerstoûes in ahe Basal Aurignacian wirh split bâsed points.
6.3.4 Gmtte des Enfùrts, crimaldi (Itâly)
Villeneuve mentiom several cobbles having been used for grinding in the Audgnacian
with split based points (Villeneuve er al. 1906:II:270; Figures 8È82).
6,3.5 Abri de lâ Grâvette, Bayâc (Dordogne)
Some small elongate cobbles used as grinders were found in the cravetliân (Lacorre
t960:t42).
6.3,6 Grotte d'Isturitz
In lhe Gnvettiân, several cobbles, mosl oflen in sandsione, seûed as grinderc (M.A.N.).
One of the cobbles has four wom faces, of which one seems to hâve been prepared by
stippling of the surface. The faces display scattered traces of percussion in addition to use-
polish, indicating its supplemenral use in some sorr of percussion work. perhaps during the
course of the same âctivity that produced the smoothed arcas (Figure 2.1).
6.3.7 Laussel
An unpublished gdnder (M.4.) from the Upper Périgordian is a fmgment of tocal
limestone, elongâte in form, wirh â quadmngular se€rion at its base. Three of its faces have
cleâr lraces of use-polish, aûd se€m ro have b€en prepâred by stippling (Figure 2.2).
6.3.8 Abri Patâud
Movius notes the presence of several grinders in lhe Périgordian VI (leÿet 3) (Movius
and Vallois 1959:219). Many river cobbles wirh rrâces of fire action were found in the
same level. According to Movius (1960:380), their use was Fobabty associated with
culinary activities.
6.4 Pestles
Pestles, also of elongate form, were used, not on their faces, but on their extemities,
which arc lherefore characterized by the presence of impâ€t-rrâces and use-facets.* These
cobbles are either cylindrical or in the shape of truncated cones reminiscent of polynesian
peslle paddles that ffe used to crush ihe pulp of cerrâin fruits. Cylindrical pestles appeff iû
the Àudgnacian; they are fairly widespread, especialty in the Upper périgordiân. pestles of
the other subtype, in the shape of tuncârEd cores, seem to be rarer than cylinatrical ones,
and do not seem to appeâr before the Upper Périgordian.
6.4.I Grctte de la Font-Yve§, Brive (Comèze)
Five or six elongate cobbles from rhe Typical Aurignacian have a heavily wom extrem-
ity thai is flat in section (Bâdon and Bouyssonie 1920:12). While, according to the authors,
lhese stones were probably "broyeurs d ocre", they do not explicitly state the presence of
pigment on the wom surfaces.
6.4.2 Gmttê d'Isturitz
The site yielded severâl examples of pesdes in the Awignâciân and Gravenian (M.A.N_).
*TheE tu arso a r@l thot is intmediate belween p€slles æd gdnde6. Theæ æ pestte-glibde^ ûal aE moe
squat lhan p.nles ard w€Ê u*d indiffeenlly on th€n exftniries (like pesrle, and on then fâces (tike gnnde6).
Peslle gri.de6 daring to ùe begin.ing of tn€ Upper Paleolilhic have ù.en obsned. noabty al Isrurirz (M.A.N).
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6.4.3 Grctte de Fontenioux
From the Périgordian IV, a cobble in volcânic rock has the form of a lârge Pesde and
displâys some use traces on two extremities and on one side According to Donici' this
piece served as a hâmmer and as a pesde. It undoubtedly is the active €omplement of the
flint anvil (see Section 6.1.5 in this chaPter) thât was found neaùy, ând was perhaps used
for brealdng bone, wood, or other material§ (Donici l93l:9 10, Figure II)
6.4.4 G.otte de l'Obs€rvâtoire
A limestone cobble of very elongate form and with its two extremities faceted and
flattened by use came from heanh A (Upper Périgordian) of the upper stratigraphic group
(Bârral 1959:103; Boule and Villeneuve 1927:101, Pl. XXIV, No- l4).
6.4,5 Grotte Lrcoste, Brive (Corrèze)
From ahe Upper Périgordian, ân elongate cobble thâl was heavily used transversly ât
oûe extremity is similar lo the examples from Font_Yves (Bouyssonie and Bardon 1910:25).
6.4.6 Laussel
At leâsi two cobbles in the shape of truncated cones, dating to the Upper Périgordiân'
could hâve served as pestles. One ofthem (Figure 3.3), in limestone (M.4.), hâs significant
use-traces at its base (de Beaune 19894:53. Figure 12, No. 3). It was associated with a
plâque that could have served as a grindstone (Lalânne and Bouyssonie 1946:122; Figure
80)- I could not locate another small block of comparable form reported by ahe excavators
(Lalanne and Bouyssonie 1946:152, Figure l16).
6.4.7 Cique de lâ Pâtrie
In the centrâl sector (habitao of the Périgordian VI were found some conicâl, pecked
"rrat"uri" in sandstone (Cheynier et al. 1963:110).
6.4.8 Molodovâ I (Ukrâine)
The middle horizon, excavaled by Bolez and attributed to the Gravettian, has yielded
"un pilon e eÈs aÿec son o ier, une plaque rectan*ulaire de marne" (Morcsan
1938:9?). The âuthor poiûts out several gritders that come from Gravettian siles concen_
trated on the right bank of the Dniestr, bùt he does not describe their precise form (Morosan
1938r86,88).
7. PREPÀRATION OF PIGMENT: PALETTES, OCHER
RECEPTACLES, AND PIGMENT GRINDERS
Palettes form a subset of the objects classified as grindstones. They are differenliâted
by lhe presence of traces of pigment thât permit their associâtion with an activity tied to
the prepâraaion of color§ (kneading, mixing, etc ). Ocher receptâcles rePresent a particular
câtegory of contâiner. The trâces of pigmert in their concavity inply that they served in
the s.orage and preparation of pi8ment.
It is known that some pigments already were used during the Mousterian. Pigment was
even prepared by rcduction to powder, as is attested by the ocher receptacle discovered by
Combier in the upper stratum III of the Grotte de Néron (Ardèche) attributed to the Fermssie
Mousterian and dâted to 30,000 years ago. This lirnestone receptacle, which is regularized
at its base, has a central pit tinted with pulverised hematite (Combier 1989:65). As noted
above, Kraybill cites several examples of gdnding stones prior to the Upper Paleolithic, of
which some âre tinted with pigment (Krâybill 19771495). Among others are those from
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Bushman Rocksheller, Eastem Transvaal, that come from â level dating 1042.950 to 46,950
B.P. (Louw 1969:47). However, this type of implement remains exceplioûal during the
Middle Paleolirhic.
The use of ocher seems widespread at certâin Chatelperronian sites. Paleltes. ocher
receptacles, and color grinders are abundant in the Aurignacian. During rhe EUP, lhe
Prepârâtion of ocher was geographically widespread.
7.1 Grotte du Renne, Arcy-sur-Cure
From Chatelperroniân levels X to VIII, numerous fragmenls of ocher ând plâques of
hematite form, at one and the same time, a source of pigment ând palette (Iæroi-courhan
1965:77). To Couraud (1988:54), the tra€es of rubbing, scraping, and polish obs€rved on
certain blocks of pigmert might imply an intensive working of hidest degrcasirg, tanning,
softening, bumishing. Olher lhan the pigmeût itself, the site hâs yielded several cobbles
stained with ocher that evidently serÿed as pigment grinders (de Beaune, study in progress).
7.2 Grotte de la Barmâ-Grande, Grimaldi (Itâly)
The Aurignacian I level has yielded seveml "grinders", some of which displây traces
of pigments. Octobon (195217, 10) also indicatos the presence of a larye limestone anvil
with a use-depression reddened with ocher that could hâve s€rved as â palette. He also
mentions the presence of an ocher-reddened sandstone cobble that he describes as a container
or mortar used to work o€her. He states elsewhere that this level yielded a considemble
mass of red ocher and numerous tools reddened by ocher.
7.3 Grotte du Trilobite
From level 2, an Aurignaciân level ât the bâse of which there were some Chatelperroniar
traces, Parât mentions an ovoid cobble of hard limestone with two large striated fâcets
pânially reddened by pigment. He sees this as "un pilon à triturcr" (19û217).
7.4 Grotte de Pair-non-Pair
This site yielded â schist plâquette (M.A.) found in 1899 by Dâleau in level KD'.
Allhough Cheynier argued.his to be an Audgnacian occupation, Lenoir (19831191-192;
204-205) has shown that the induslry contains some Chatelp€ronian krives and typicâl
Aürignacian pieces associated with Gmvelte points. Thercforc it corresponds to a mixed
occupation of ahe EUP. This plâquette \ras used on its gently concave obverse surface
which displays clear traces of red pigment (Figure 4.1). Iævel KD'yielded âbundant
evidence of pigment (Cheynier and Breuil 1963:60).
7,5 Abri des Roches
In Aurignacian II, Septier (1905) mentions the discovery of ".dl]loü.r roxu§", still
covered \rith red color that indicates they âre grinders, as well as schist plaques coated
with a lâyer of blood-red color. The site also yielded numerous Iiagments of pigments and
two receptacles wilh lraces of pigment matter that could hâve served as ''rn o/dels'' (Septier
1 5:267: de Beaune 1987a:223). Charbonnier (1962:47É77) also mentions, Iiom rhe
same level, seveml receptacles and cobbles covered wirh ocher, of which two ffe rounded
by pecking. He also points out larye, flat anphibolic schist cobbles that served as pâlettes,
numerous remains of pigment, and some small plaquettes of fine sandstone and of mârlâ-
cious limestoæ with tmces of polishing.
7.6 La Ferrassie
The surface of a large block of limestone ftom the Audgnacian II (leyel H) (M.N.P.)
is stained with traces of pignents (Figure 4.2). [t mây have seraed as a pâlette for colors
(D. Peyrony 1934:53; Figure 53 No. 1; de Beaune 1987a:169, Pl. X No. 3). Another
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quadrangulâr Iimestone block 30 cm âcross (levei H', Aurignacian III) has a regularized
surface with some large smeârs of pigment (D. Pelrony 1934, Figure 70).
7.7 Grotte d'Isturitz
In both lhe Aurignacian and Gravettian, Saint-Périer and Passemard found several
cobbles and fragments of plaquettes with traces of pigment. One of them, a frâgment of a
fiæ-$ained sândstone plaque dating to the Middle Aurignacian (level V), has b€en iltus-
trated elsewhere (de Beaune 1989a:33, Figure 2 No. 1).
7,8 Grotte "164" Le Bouil-Bleu (Charente.Maritime)
This site yielded two blo€ks with polished fâces and traces of red ocher of which one,
in limestone, sened as a"meule à nakuet I'ocrc rouïe" (Clo\et 192'7-1934,118). I
initially considered this implement to be an ocher receptacle, but, aftei comparison with
other implements of which the use is associded with the prepârârion of colors (de Beâune
1987a:164, Pl. XII 3), it now seems more logical to consider it to be a palette. h was
associated with tools chamcteristic of a Middle Aurignacian (Geây I 957). The second block
also has one face that was polished by kneading red color (Clouet 192714).
7.9 Grotte "Chez Serre", Noâilles (Corrèze)
In level B, securely dated to the Périgordian IV wilh Gravette points, was found a
range of implements for the preparation of pigment: ''deur broyeurs à couleur, une plaquexe
de calcaile et une soûe de canil finement retouché e sikr, a|ec traces d ocre" (Ar,dr,et)
and Dubois 1966:CLXXVI CLxxV[).
7.10 Grotte de Fontenioux
From the Upper Périgordian (see Seclion 6.4.3 in this chapler), Donici ( 1928- 1929: lm)
mentions the presence of a polished schist plaque and a used cobble thât still have traces
7.11 Roque-Saint-Chdstophe, Saint-Léon-sur-Vézère (Dordogne)
In level A, of which the occupation s€€ms to correspond to the tmnsitioû from Péri-
gordian IV to V, D. Perony (1939:12) found a large, flat, reddeæd cobble that served as
a "meule à coulew" , three small quartzite cobbles wilh ocher on a suface ahat perhaps
were used !o gdnd the colorant âgainst the grindstone, ând some bits of red and blâ€k
7.12 Abri Lâbattut, Sergeâc (Dordogne)
Three small limestone receptacles came ftom ttle Upper Périgordian with Noailles
burins. Two of them, partially shaped by peckiûg, have taces of use as ocher receptacles
(de Beaune 1987a:176, Figurc 77 No. l, 3).
7.13 Grotte du Trilobite
Several color ginders and a concâve plaque of hard sandstone lhat functioned, accord
ing to Parat (1902:ll; Breuil 1918:317), as a mo(ar for crushing mineral pigments came
fiom the Gravettian (level 3).
7.14 Grotte de la Betche-aux-Rotches, Spy (Belgium)
Ftotr^ the "premier niÿeaü orÿ/ar€", Loé and Ralir (1911:XLVI) indicâ.e two ftag-
ments of sandstone plaques, of which one is lightly linted red on one side. The level in
which they were found corresponds to a northem facies of the Upper Pédgordian Va,
situâted around 26,000 B.P (Otte 1979:310). Oue also mentions four sandstone (psammite)
plâquettes; two display traces of use, ând anolher has one face impregnated with red ocher
(1979:308) and probably served as a palette for colors. Two of these are probably the same
ones mentioned by Loë and Rahir (191l).
7.15 Grotte de lâ Font.Robert, Bassâler (Corrèze)
A. Bouyssonie, J. Bouyssonie, and Bardon (1920:12) point out an ocher gritder ùom
the Upper Périgordian. It is similar to those of the Typical Aurignacian fmm the Grotte de
la Font-Yves, except lhat the flâttened extremity is very strongly colored in red.
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7.16 Abri du Ruth, Tursac (Dordogne)
From tlÉ Uppêr Périgordian (level D), D. Peyrony (1m9:174) recovered a larye, flat
quanzite cobble with one face completely slâined with ocheri probably a palette. Not far
awây was ânother round cobble with traces of color that served, according to Peyrony, as
â gdnder.
7.17 Àbri de Laugede-Haute
D. Pefony and E. Peyrony (1938:15-16) note the presence in level B (Périgordian
V[) of schist plaques covered with red ocher lhat served as Palettes. In addition, an ovoid
quârtzite cobble, that served as a hammerstone at one extremÛ, is entfely stâined with
red ocher, indicating that it also served âs â grinder of Pigments.
7.18 Laussel
A limestone ro€k from the Upper Périgordian has a hollow that contains ocher. On
each side of this depression, two meas are polished ând slightly crushed; this Piece,
therefore, seems also to have served as â polisher (Lalanne ând Bouyssonie 1946:122,
Figure 79). Another receptacle (M.A.) is made of â fossil polyper. The ovoid hollow seems
ûâtural, con$ary to Lalanne's view (Lalanne and Bouyssonie, 1946:122, Figure 8l). It has
traces of pint pigment, that are particularly abundant on its sides (Figure 3.4). tn addition,
Lalanne and Bouyssonie (1946:122, Figure 80) ûote two plâques that probably served âs
"meules à couleur".
7.19 Grotte Lacoste
Iû the Upper Périgordian, a lârge sandstone plaque with orc face strongly colored red,
wâs recovered by A. Bouyssonie, J. Bouyssonie and Bardon (1910:25).
7.20 Piedmosti
During lhe EUB the preparâtion of ocher was geogrâphically widespread. For exâmple,
in tàe Pavlovian at Piednosti (Czechoslovakia), Breuil (1924) pointed out the presence of
wom and striated schist pla.qtrcs rhat "ont seni à llt lriluratio de I'ocr€ et àson malaxage"
8. STORAGE OF VARIOUS INGREDIENTS: CONTAINERS
Stone containers seem to appear first in the Aurignâcian, although there may be
examples as early as the Middle Paleolithic; the ocher recePtable from the Grotte de Néron,
at Soyons, wâs discussed above (Section 7). Containers of undetermined function, some-
tmes too hastily interpreted as lâmps, exist in small numbers ât the b€ginning of the Upper
Paleolithic. Therc is one Chatelperronian example (Grotte de 1â Roche-au-l,oup, Yonne),
one from the Aurignacian I (Abri Pasquet, Dordogne), two from the Aurignacian II (La
Ferrâssie), one ftom the Aurignacian IV (Lâ Ferrassie), two others attributÊd merely to lhe
Middle Aurignacian (Lâ Boissière and I,â Ferrassie), two âttributed to .he Gravet ian (level
IV of tsturitz), and finally two Upper Périgordiaû exâmples (Abri du Rocher, Yonne) (de
Beaune 1987a). I will povide detail on oûly one example from this series, La Ferassie.
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8.1 La Ferrassie
A receptâ€le (M.A.N.), published on two occasions by D. Peyrony (Capitan ând
Pe)rcny 1912:94-95; Peyrony 1934:48) and reprodu(€d by me in 1987 (de Beâune 19874:170,
Figure 75 No. 2), disappeared and was rediscovered by J.-J. Cleyet-Merle in 1987 in the
storeroom ofthe museum. It comes from level F ofthe Grand Àbri (called level6 in l9l2),
ând dâtes to lhe Aurignacian L This oval receptacle in locâl Coniacian limestone seems to
hâve been slightly trimmed arcund its circumference (Figure 4.3). Contrary to D Peyrony
(1934), it does not displây any hint as to its precise function The irregular surface of its
oval depressioû precludes the possibility thât it served as a mortar, since this use would
have left diffuse traces of percussion. There are only trâces of pecking that correspoûd to
ahe shaping of the receptacle rather than lo its use.
9. LIGHTING; LÀMPS
Lamps seem to appeâr râlher late in the Upper Paleolithic, there being no incontestable
examples prior to the Upper Périgordian. Severâl stones with depressions âre knowû from
the Aurignaciân, but trâces supporting their interpretation as lamps are tenuous. For the
Mousteriân, only one lamp has been clâimed, but it hâs been shown elsewhere lhat its
attribution to the Mousterian seems very doubtful (de Beaune 1987â:233-234). This is a
stone receptacle from the open-air site of Puits Goyen, Sânnois (Val-d'Oise). In addition
to the doubts conceming provenience already exgessed, one cannot rely on lhe thermolu_
minescence dâting used to da.e this object becâuse this method is only âpplicâble io objects
thât were subjected to temperatures of at least 450' to 500"C (or to lower tempemtures, but
for an extended period of time). Experiments have shown that the temPemture of this lamp
did not exceed 195' (de Beaune 1987a:l l9).
According to criteriâ discussed elsewhere (de Beaune I987a, 1987b), the objects frorn
the beginning of the Upper Paleolithic capable of having seNed as lamPs can be classed
by degree of probability. It is doubtful that two are lamps: Sainl-Jean-de-Verges and Pair-
non-Pair. Six are possibly lampsr two ftom the Gravettian of the Abri de la Graveate, two
ftom the Aurignacian II of Lâ Ferrassie. one from the Upper Périgordian of Arcy-sur Curc,
and one from the Pédgordian V wiü Noâilles burins of Sâint-Jean-de verges. Five were
probably lamps: one from Pair-non-Pair; one from the Gravettian of Isluritz (lev€l IV); and
three from the Upper Périgordian (Abri du Flageolet I, Abri Lâbatlut. and Grand Abri de
Laussel) (de Beaune 1987a).
Only one object displays incontestable traces of use âs â lamp. This is a fragment of a
soft, feruginous sandstone receptacle from level B of Laugerie-Haute Ouesl that is well
dated to the Périgordian VI (M.N.P.). I. was entirely shaped and regulârized by abrasion
(Figure 2.2). In irs hollow aûd on one portion of the curved edge, there are traces of
blackening and reddening lhat were undoubtedly left when it was us€d (de Beaune 1987a:187;
Figure 80 No 2; Peyrony ând Peyrony 1938:16, Figure 5 No. l). This is the oldest certain
lamp for which there is a secure date.
10. MULTI-T'TJNCTIONAL OBJECTS
Cobbles or blocks with vaious use-stigmata rcvealing that they served several functions,
either in tum or after reworking of the implement for â new function, appear very early in
the ffchâeological record. This type of multi-functional use is well hown ethnogrâphicâlly
(de Beaune 1989b, l99l).
10.1 Les Festom, Brantôme (Dordogne)
The summit of the lower teûace of the site yielded a mixed industry named the
"Rebièrien" by Pill d. This mixed assemblage is in fact cenainly due to the tumbling of
a part of the Typical Aurignacian level from the B terace onto the C terrace siluated
beneath it and occupied during lhe Mousterian. From this terace câme â heavy, quadrangutâr
cobble of very sturdy greiss with battered sides. Its upper face, which is smooth but rcr
polished, is hotlowed out by a small pit, while the lâterâl edge was used for percussion
lPitlard and SainlPérier 1955iI15, Figure 54 No. 4). According to Pittard, rhe central pir
probably served to hold the thumb in place when the cobble was used as a hammerstone
lregarding rhr\ poinr. §ee de Beaùne loSqâ:40)
10.2 Grotte de lâ Barma-Grande, Grimaldi
The thick occupation level aûributed to the Aurignaciân I with splir based points has
yielded numerous cobbles descrited by Octobon (1952:7) 
^s 
"broyoN" or "broteud'.
Some of them have traces of pigment, while others display, in addition ro tmces of use in
smoothing, stigmata of use as hammerstones, anvils, and, in one case, as a polisher.
10.3 Termo-Pialat, Saint.Avit-Sénieur (Dordogne)
This site yielded an Aurignacian industry characterized by a lalge rumber of thick
endscrapers and denticulâtes and by the large size of the tools (Sonneville-Bordes 1960:117).
A€cording to Tarel (1914:7), the sufâce of one of the quarrzite hammerstones is polished
by use on Iwo opposing surfaces and also served as a "moleue".
10.4 Abri de Téoulé, Cassagre (Haute-Garonne)
A very lârge, ovoid cobble probably dates to the Périgordian V with Noailles burins.
Use as a grinder or mulling stone induced an âtificiâl flattening of its two principal fâces;
it apparently also served as â hammerstone on its two exlremities, as is evidenced by some
traces of impact. and as an ânvil on the intermediate zone as well as on the anificially
flâttened portion of its most bulging face (Roben et â1. 1952:84).
10,5 Grotte d'Isturitz
The site of Isturitz produced â number of cobbles rlith multiple uses. One Gravettian
example is a quartzite cobble that served, not only on the center of each of its fâces (as aû
anvil or hammerstone as indicaled by numerous piÈlike traces of impact), but also ât its
two extremities ând along the length of one of its flanks as a hammerstone (Figure 3.6).
10,6 Roc-de-Sers, Sers (Chârente)
A rounded, flât, oval limestone blo€k retouched around its entire circumference is
âmong the Upper Périgordian assemblage. One of ils faces was not only pêrcussion dam,
aged, but was also wom and srnoothed (Favraud 1908:417). Presumably, lhis implement
served as â support for several âctivities, for example, as a grindstoûe and an anvil.
10,7 Laussel
An eloûgâte cobble of quartzitic sandstone from the Upper Périgordiân hâs, in addition
to numerous fiaces of use on its faces ard extremities, an engraved decomtioû (de Beaune
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1989c). Exâmination of the piece led to the formulation of the hypothesis of at least two
different uses: (l) as an ânvil or passive support. and (2) âs a pestle or some form of active
object.
1I. UNKNOWN FUNCTION
1l.l Cobbles rvith â Centrâl Pit
Whether cobbles that display a pit from use on one or two fâces played ân active or
passive role is uncertain. Both modes of use are known, and il is even possible .hat cenain
cobbles of this type served as anvils, while others were used as hammerstones or hammers.
This typ€ of cobble is known among populâtions widely separated in time and as fâr âfield
as Aûerica, Africa, and Australia (de Beaune 1989a:35-38). These centrally pitted cobbles
seem âbundanl in the Lower Pâleolithic, theû become rarer in the Middle Pâleolithic. After
a period of relâtive abundânce at the beginning of the Upper Paleolilhic (Au gnaciân and
Périgordian), they seem rare once more, and almost disappear in the Solutrean and Mag
dalenian and reappear in the Azilian and Mesolithic when they again become abundant.
This might be viewed as supportirg the idea rhat their use was associated with the con-
sumption ofnuts, whose presence corresponds to periods of \raming (de Beaune 1989a:35
38).
11.1.1 Pâir-non-Pair
One circulâr quartz cobble from lhis site is similar to the Br zilian cobbles that served
as quebra-cocô (Figure 3.5). Small in size, it has traces of percussion around i.s entire
circumference and iû the center of each face where these traces folm depressions (de Beaune
1989a:38, Figure 2 No. 5). II comes from level 1-2, and is dâred by Cheynier to the
Chatelperronian, âltbough Lenoir (1983:191-192,204-205) has shown that lhis tevel
yielded sone Chalelpenonian knives in associâtion with typically Aurignacian tools.
11.1.2 Hui, Beauülle (Lot€t-Garonne)
Le Brun (1986:41-43, Pl. 2) notes two quadzite cobbles of this type from lhis Aurig-
nacian I open-air site: one has a single pit; the other has a pit on each face.
ll.l.3 Toulousett€, B€auville (Lot-et-Gâronne)
The Aurignaciar I of this site has yielded two additional examples in quartzite, both
with a pit on each face (te Brun-Ricalens 1988:326.330).
11.1.4 "Lâsgârdês Hâut", Grânejouls (Lot)
This siie, also Aurignâcian I, yielded ân example in quanzite with a pit on one of its
fâces. similar to those from Hui (Le Brun-Ricâlens 1988:355).
11.1.5 Grotae de lâ Bârmâ-Grânde, Grimâldi
The Aurignâcian I Ievel yietded diverse pitted cobbles that often display additional
traces of use (use-polish or trâces of impaco, suggesting they also seNed as hammerstones.
anvils, grinders, and even as a palette in one case (Octobon 1952:7).
11.1.6 Grotte d' Aurignâc (Hâul€-Gâmme)
The Aurignacian I from this eponymonous site yielded â small cobble of this type,
hollowed out in â pit on each face. Lârlet (1861:250) thought thât these depressions were
desigrcd to facilitate gripping of the object.
11.1.7 Les Cottés
In lhe Bâsal Aurignacian with split based points, a günulite cobble \rilh a squaæ crosÿ
se€tion of which the two extremities often served to hammer and to crush, has a pitlike
depression obtaiûed by pecking in the center of one of its fâces (Breuil 1m6:55).
ll.l.8 Gmtt€ d' Istùritz
The apparcnt chronological concentration of these different pitted cobbles ât the begin
ning of the Audgnacian should be vie,red with câution, since the site of Isturitz yielded
numerous cobbles of this type from various levels. From just the Saint-Périer collection
(M.A.N.), therc arc 5 Magdalenian, l5 Gravettian, and 6 Aurigmcian examples. Illustmted
here is a Gravettian example in quartzitic sandstone lhat, like a good number of lhese
cobbles, also served as â harnmentone on its sides (Figure 3.7).
11.1.9 Grotte de $int-Jean-de-Yerges
From the Périgordian Y there âre â. least two cobbles of this type. An ovâl one in
fine sandstone also served as a mulling stone or a smoothing tool on two extremites as is
indicated by the formation of a bevel (Vézian ând Vézian 1966:120, Figure 16 No. 1;
1970:65, Figure 16 No. l). The other, which is discoid and of minerâl iron. also was used
for percussion on its extremities (Vézian ând Véziân 1966:120; 1910,67\.
11,2 Pitted Blocks
Blocks rîilh multiple pits most often have been includ€d with artistic remâins on the
bâsis of the association of pits with animâl figues or signs. However, the existence of
functional pitted blocks in modem or historic populations (de Beaune 19894:40), leâds me
10 include these blocks (of as yet undetermined use) in this chapter. It is, in fact, probable
ihat fflistic and functional blocks coexisted, and thât lhey have been contused in publicâ-
tions. Some of them are certainly decorative supports, and others are supports on which
functional activities (for example, the cracking of ûuts) were executed. Pitted blocks are
known as early as the Mousterian, lhe mosl famous example being that from La Ferrâssie
found iû associatioû with the burial ofa Neanderthal child (D. Pelrony 1934:34). However,
these blocks seem pârticulârly abundânt at the beginning of the Upper Paleolilhic. These
blocks seem rarer in the Upper Péngordian than in the Aurignacian. Pitted blocks also exist
in the Mâgdaleniaû. In certaiû câses, as at Limeuil (Capitân and Bouyssonie 1924, Pl. X),
the âssociâtion of pits with engraved lines seems decomtive. tn other cases, as in certâin
examples from Abri Reverdit, ùe pits seem to have beên created ttuough use (de Beâune
1987a:197-198, 1989a:40).
11.2.t Abri Castùet
Seveml pitted blocks were recovered from the Aurignacian I level of this site (Peyrony
1935:436).
It.2,2 Abri Blanchârd
This site, neighboring and perhaps contemporary with Abri Castaûet, âlso yielded some
of these blocks, dated to lhe Typical Aungnaciân ü the Aurignacian I (Didon l91l:342-
344).
11.2.3 Àbri Ce[ier, Tursac (Dordogne)
Collie discovered two pitted blocks in his level II, dâted to the Àurignâcian I (Peyrony
1946t297-298]' dE Beaulle 1987a:167, Pl. Ix).
11.2.4 La Ferrassie
D. Peyrony (1934:67 69; 75-78) published seveml pitted blocks from the Middle
Aurisnacian levels, including the Aurignacian II (level H) limestone palette already pre-
sented tha. has a small, off-center pit of unknown use (Fieure 4.2).
11.2.5 Lâussel
This site has yielded severâl Upper Périgordiân examples of pitaed blocks (Lalanne and
Bouyssonie 19,[6).
11.3 Disks
Stone disks (limestone or sandstone) of arowd 20 cm in diameter ând with a large
central perforâtion seem chamcteristic of Central Europe. Among the Moravian sites that
have yielded these objects, are lhe Pavlovian site of Piedmosti (Breuil 1924:520-523;
Valoch 1960) and the Aurignacian (?) burial of Bmo II (Makowsky 1892; Bre]uil 1924:520-
523). One such object was also found at Pavlov (Klima 1984) ând in the rcgion of Zdânicky
(Svoboda, i, lrrrsriÿ, October 1989). According to R. White (1988), Dolnf vèslonice has
yielded identical disks. It may be of interest to note that Octoboû (1952:21) found a small,
flat limestone disk with beveled edges ûear a skeleton in the Périgordian ol the Grotte de
la Barma-Grande.
The use of these disks remains a mystery for the momeût (were they even utilitarian?).
I emphasize that lheir presence seems limited to the EUP * Aurignacian and Gavettian
- 
and that they appear to be very rare in Westem Europe. Bégouën (1930) menlions some
pierced stone disks in the Groate de Bédeilhac, bùt they aie more recent 
- 
from the
Mâgdaleniân IV or the Final Magdaleniaû.
12. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Whât can we con€lude from all of this? The transition from the Middle to the Upper
Paleolithic is not so sharp as previously imagined, a sentiment evident in the most rccent
discussions of the subject (white 1982; Mellars 1989). The present study of a par.icular
category of material remains confirms that almost all the technology of the Upper Paleolilhic
wâs already sporadically present, if poorly developed, as early as the Middle Pâleolithi€.
While there are mâny technological innovations in the EUP, we need to recognize that lhis
period is charactenzed by ihe development aûd intensificalion of a certain number of
activities that were already present in the Middle Pâleolithic.
Only two activities really seem to male their first appearance in the Upper Pâleolithic:(l) On one hand, there is bone, antler, and ivory working which saw the aPpearance of a
specialized tool kit. (2) On the other hand, there is the use of stone lamps that seem not to
appeâr until the Àurignâcian, perhaps even as lâte as the Upper Périgordian.
Inversely, ia se€ms that the exploitation of vegetal resources existed as far bâck âs the
Lower Paleolithic, eyen if it was more intensive in the Upper Paleolithic. Tools related to
flint-working certainly appear as early âs the Lower Paleolithic. [n some cases, there is
even a diminution of certain implements in ihe Upp€l Paleolithic, such as in the decrease
in hffd hammen in favor of soft hammers betwe€n the Middle and Upper Pâleolithic. Other
types of activities, such âs the preparâtior of pigments, while aheady Present in the Middle
Paleolithic, became more widespread and diverse in the Upper Paleolithic. For still other
activities, in pânicular the working of leather and hide, the evidence is too sparse to allow
us to monitor their first appearance. It is probably also lhe case that wooden implements
r88
were used for such aclivities. The same can be sâid for containers: the ùse of conlainers ôf
hide, wood, and other perishable materials is highly probâble.
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